Age of Steam

Steam-belching iron horses roar West across the U.S. in the 1830’s. Relive the era of pioneering U.S. railroad companies that built the track and transformed America’s economy. The cut-throat action is centered on the industrial powerhouses of the growing nation: Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago, and beyond.

**Age of Steam** features a painted map, artwork from the renowned game artist Paul E. Niemeyer, 120 detailed plastic locomotives, a 16-page full-color rulebook, and loads of track tiles. The whistles blow and the trains rumble past, heralding the return of the Age of Steam.

**Age of Steam** is generally considered the best Railroad game ever made and is excellent for students of history. This new edition supports 36+ of a growing list of expansions that have been created over the past six years for this game—testimony to its enduring popularity!

**Age of Steam** is listed #20 on Board Game Geek’s list of the best games available in the world.

“A truly great game, it’s a deep, immersive game about building train routes across mid-America. It is Martin Wallace’s best game...and should be in every collection. Age of Steam has entered my Top Ten Games and, with expansion maps continually coming out, it will probably stay there...”

~~Tom Vasel, thedicetower.com

“This is a ridiculously good game. I can’t wait to play it many more times. Perfect balance of rules complexity and depth, really awesome components...”

~~Matt Drake on BoardGameGeek.com

Game Components:
- 1 Game Board
- 1 Goods/Action Display
- 1 Income Track Display
- 8 Town Discs
- 120 Locomotives
- 136 Hexagonal Track Tiles
- 8 Hexagonal New City Tiles
- 96 Goods Cubes
- 6 sets of Track Ownership Locomotives
- 6 sets of Player Discs
- 90 $1, $5 and $25 Bills
- 1 Turn Track Marker
- 6 Dice
- 1 Black Cloth Bag

Players: 3 – 6 players
Playing time: 2 – 3 hours
Age: 10 and up
Product Code: 101160N

Target Audience:
- Railroad, geography and history buffs
- Serious gamers who want in-depth strategy
- Game, hobby, museum, gift and book shops

Core Information:
- Massive in scale
- Exercises planning and reasoning skills
- Considered one of the great games of all time

Case Size: 6 (4.4 lbs. or 1800 grams/unit)
UPC: 718122623747
Size: 12 ½” x 8 ½” x 2 ½”
MSRP: $59.99
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